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ABSTRACT
Thisrep.o.rt desc.ribes, the . fie.ld te.s-ti.ng ·of one of
five beam-slab-,_.highw.ay, bridg.es~ ,included ~in, an,.inves.tigation
of ,1a.teralT distribu,t-i.on -of vehiclllar.~load.s in.,~pr.es.t.r.e.s,sed-·.c.on- .
..... ,crete. ,s,p.read-...b..ox-gir.d.er.. ,.bridg.e.s.. ,.. The.. tes,t" super,structure con-
.sisted.. of .fo.ur,.hQllow,.prestress,ed concrete "b.ox... girders, each
3.6, ,inches .wide, by, 42:, inches...deep '; acomposite-, cast-in-place
reinfo,reed concr.e.t_e .. -.s.lab.; ... and., cas,t-,in~p.lac.e CD.lle-rete curb and
,par.ap.et ~.s.ections,... ,. ,r.he,. sp.a,cing,· .of -..,the:,girde.r.B.;.,.w,as '. ni.ne ,.fe,et,
and the simp,ly ,sup.p,orted ,test ·.sp.an, ,w,as .. 6.6 feet 1-5/8 inches in
length. Two cross-sections were gaged for the measurement of
surface strains and deflectiqns, and the data was collected
through use of continuous recording equipment. The load vehicle
was a 3-axle truc'k loaded to simulate the AASHO HS20-44 design
vehicle. The structural response .described was produced, by crawl
runs of the-test vehicle ,.t,ravelling. across the bridge at 2-3 mph
in each of five prescribed lanes.
The principal objectives were: (1) to develop infoJ:l-
mation on lateral distribution of the vehicle loads to the girders,
(2) to compare the dist~ipution ,af two different, aross-sections,
(3) to evaluate the deflections and rotations of the gi~ders at
midspan, (4) to evaluate the strains on the bottom surface of the
midsp.an -diap_hr.agms" .. (5) - to .compare the ,-resul.t~s...with .similar. ,res.ults
obtained from the tests of the Berwick andD~ehersvilleBridges,
and (6) to compare the experimentally based di'stribution factors
with values. used in the design. of theb.ridge.,
On the WhiteHaven Bridge, the experimentally based
distribution factors were: (1) for interio.r girders; considerably
less than the design value, and (2) for exte.rior .girders, .. signifi-
cantly greater than. the., d.es.ign value. ,This b,ehavior closely parel-
leIs that of the Berwic'k and Drehersville Bridges, and reflects the
increase in stiffness of the exterior girders res.ulting from the
contribution of the curb and parapet sections. There was not a
.significant difference between experimentally determined distri-
bution factors at, the two gaged cross-sections. The ratios of
experimental to design values further indicate that: (1) for
in.t.erior .girders , a factor o'f the s/k. form is ap,p.ropriate ,.- although
'k ;,should be ,gre.ater than the 5. 5.. :.design .-v~aLue.,. :-and..(2) .. for, .exte~ior ..
.girders,. the. :design p.roced-ure does not -yi,eld .,.results cOllsist.ent with
actual behavior.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
This repo~t describes the field invenstigation of a
spread box-beam bridge located near White »aven, Pennsylvania.
This bridge was one of five ,bridges included in the current
study of vehicular load"distribution ~n beam-slab bridges uti-
lizing prestressed concrete box-beams as the main longitudinal
girders. Since the White Haven Bridge was tested immediately
after the Berwick Bridge, certain portions of this report, such
as those covering background, previous research, test procedures,
and data reduction, closely parallel similar material presented
in Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 315.4. 8
In recent years the Pennsylvania Department of High-
ways has been building bridges utilizing prestressed concrete
box girders. Initially, the box girders were placed adjacent to
each other and shear keys were used to develop lateral inter-
action. A wearing surface, applied directly to the top of the
girders, served as the deck. Later this design was modified with
the placement of a c~st-in-place reinforced concrete slab on top
of the girders. The load was transferred laterally by the slab,
which acted compositely with the girders, and thus, the need for
shear keys was eliminated. More recently, prestressed concrete
box-girder bridges have been constructed with the girders spread
apart and equally spaced. The girders then act compositely with
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the slab as T-beams.
Prestressed. conc.rete bridges .,.are currently .designed
in Pennsylvania as, set forth in the Pennsylvania De.partment of
Highways Bridg.e .. Division Standards ST~200 ,through ST-208. 14 In
these standards, a live load distribution factor of 8/5.5, is
used for interior gir,d.ers of .spread b,ox~gi.rder bridges, where s
is the average girder spacing. For exterior girders, the slab
is assumed to act as a. simple span between girde.rs in trans-
rni tting wheel loads laterally. These .li.ve load distribution
factors are of the same form as the distribution factors listed
for other types of members in the AASHO Specifications. 1
In July 1964, an investigation was initiated at Lehigh
University, with the assistance of the U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads, on lateral distribution of loads in prestressed concrete
spread box-girder bridges. The purpose of this investigation is
to study the current design procedure, and possibly to develop a
new procedure that more nearly represents the actual behavior of
structures of this type.
During the summer of 1964, a pilot study was conducted
on an existing bridge near Drehersville, Pennsylvania. The re-
sults of this field study are presented in two Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Progress Reports. Fritz Laboratory Report No. 315.15
treats the response of the structure to static or slow-moving
vehicular loads, whereas Report No. 315.27 covers the behavior
of the structure under moving loads. The purposes of the pilot
-2-
study were to establish a testing procedure and to determine
which type of mea-surementsw.o.uld be most benefic,ial in the con-
duct of addi tional fi.eld. tests, .scheduled fo,r the following-
summer. Consequently, .many ~ifferent types of runs and gage
locations were util~zed..,
From.the results of the pilot study, it~was concluded
that only one-half, ,of t.he- .b~id.ge cross.-s.ec,ti.on needs to be _gaged,
and that at le.ast f.Qu!' ,.gages shou.ld be applied to the face of a
girder in order to accurately establish the location of the
neutral axis. FO.r craw.I. runs, the superimpo.sing of the ..results
of single-truck runs to determine the effects of two-truck load-
ing conditions was shown to be a valid procedure. Distribution
coefficients for moving load conditions were nearly the same as
those for the crawl-run loading. In addition, the existence of
large strains at the top of the pilot study bridge parap~t indi-
cated that a cross-section through a parapet gap should be gaged.
Three bridges were tested during the summer of 1965.
The bridges were located near the Pennsylvania towns of Berwick,
Brookville, and White Haven. All three bridges had wider beam
spacings than the pilot study bridge. Information was desired
on the effect of beam widths and on variations of response be-
tween bridges of different skew. All three bridges had nearly
the same span, roadway width, and beam spacing. The only signifi-
cant difference between the Berwick Bridge and the White Haven
Bridge was that the beam widths were 4 feet and 3 feet, respectively.
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The Berwick Bridge and the Brookville Bridge had the same
section properties, and ,differed only ~n that the Brookville
Bridge was skewed 45°, ,whereas the Berwic'k ,Br.id.ge had a 90°
skew. Therefore, the .Berwick Bridge, which was an ideal bridge
for testing, served as. the .standard .
On the pilot .study bridge, Lehigh University was re-
sponsible for the reduction of all of the data collected. The
data reduction on the bridges tested in summer of 1965 was di-
vided, with Lehigh University responsible for the crawl and
static load data, and the Bureau of Public Roads responsible
for moving load data.
Field testing was conducted with the Bureau of Public
Roads field test unit, consisting of a loading truck and moni-
toring equipment. Since the superposition principle was shown
to be valid in the pilot study, only one truck was used in the
1965 tests. On the White Haven Bridge, test runs were made by
driving the truck at crawl speed along one of several lanes
equally spaced across the width of the deck. The centerline
of each of these lanes corresponded either to the centerline of
a girder or to a line midway between girde~ centerlines. In
addition, data was recorded while the truck was positioned
statically at different longitudinal locations in ~ach test lane.
Dynamic and impact ~uns were conducted for the Bureau of Public
Roads portion of the field study. Only one series of tests was
made on 'the bridge. Two sections were gaged: (1) at the location
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where maximum moment response occurred, and (2) at a section
where a vertical_gap existed in the parapet.
The principal objectives of this .report were to compare
the live load strains, moments~ and distribution factors of the
two test sections with the results 'from corresponding sections
of the Berwic'k_,B.ri.dge, which were reported in Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Report No. 315.4. 8 Similar comparisons between
bridges were made for ratios of experimental bending moments
to design mome.nts.', .girder deflections, girder rotations, and
effective widths. Diaphragm strains were also studied. Only
results due to the crawl-run loading condition have been covered
in this report, since the reporting of the dynamic load results
is the responsibility of the' Bureau of Bublic Roads. No at-
tempt was made to establish a distribution factor based on the
experimental findings from this one bridge. However, a compari-
son is presented, listing the experimentally determined factors
for the Drehersville, Berwic'k, and Whi te Haven Bridges.
1.2 Previous Research
Numerous field studies have been conducted on I-beam
bridges. Most of the bridges previously reported were con-
structed of concrete slabs supported with steel I-shaped
sections. Relatively little testing has been done on box-beam
bridges.-
Since the end of World War II, field testing procedures
, -5-
have become more sophisticated, particularly in the areas of
bridge instrumentation and data ~ecording. In 1945, Hindman
and Vandegrift9 tested. a steel I-beam.,bridgein Ohio. The
structure was. ~loaded., ,by an ,.upward .thr,ust of a hydraulic jac'k
applied to one girder at a time, and. distrib.ution factors were
determined from ,measured deflections. ,F.os.t.er6 tested a bridge
in Michigan in 19.5,6 ~us,ing. SR-4..st,r.ai,n.g.ag.esmounted on the main
girder flanges, and. using small cantileve~ beams to., measure de-
flections. Static strains were recorded on.a portable indicator,
whereas dynamic responses were permanently recorded qTI photo
sensitive oscillograph paper. A test truck was used to simu-
late HS20-44 loading. Other-steel I-beam bridge ~ests were con-
ducted by Halcomb1 ° in. IO\-\1a in 1956, and byWhiteo .and P_urnell19
in Texas in 1957. Automatic strain recording equipment was
used for both static and dynamic strains in HolcombTs tests,
and dial gages were used to measure deflections. White and
Purnell located SR-4 gages on the girders to determine the
neutral axis of the girders.
In recent year~, a few isolated field tests have been
conducted on I-shaped prestressed concrete girder bridges.
One of the bridges in the series of Iowa field tests reported
by Hu1sbos and Linger11 '13 was constructed with five prestressed
concrete girders. Crawl runs were used for static loading.
Later, Reilly, Guardia, and Looney17 reported tests on a
nine-girder prestressed concrete span in Maryland.
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The _Bure.au .of..Pub,lie, ,Roads field te.st equipment t.railer,
which houses aL1tomati.c.. ,r.e.car.ding.. ,eq.uipment" -w.as .first_ .us..e,d,. ,in
1953. Reports ,by ~.Kinnie,:b..and McKe.e,112 , on .. teBts .in,. Vi,r.gini,a.,
Prentzas15 on Iowa test.s, .and Reilly17 .on tes.tsin Maryl.and, are
among the rep.orts ..aT ..f,ie,ld test.s .using this equipment ~ Additional
studies utilizing,. the ,BPR. e,quipment can be fa,und .in the tabulation
by Varney and Galarnbo,s18 of field test.s conducte,d between 1949 and
1965.
A thes.is ..in 1966 by Reese16 is w.orthy o,fmention be-
cause of: ·'i ts extensive annotated bi,b.liog.raphy on. lat.eral distri-
bution of load in bridges, although the material in the thesis
does not directly apply to this report.
In the current investigation at Lehigh University, field
test techniques were patterned, after some. of the bridge tests in
the Varney and Galambos1 8 tabulation, although the data reduction
methods were similar to them~thods used in the report by Linger
and Hulsbos.1 3
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2. Testing
2.1 Test B.ridge_.
Field test.- plans .. f,or the .. summer. of .1965 ,included.
the testing of threeb,ridges of~ --the same general t:lpeas the
pilot study,.~rid.ge.~..,.b.u,t .. wi,th .wider.. gird.er spaci.llg.S,. One bri-dge
was to have 4-ft. box~g~rders with 90° skew, where skew is
measured by the" angle between the .,.g.irde,r ,centerlines "and the
abUtment faces. A second".br.idge .was.to,b.e ,similar to the
first, but was to have 3-ft. box girders. The third bridge
was to be similar to either the first or second, but. to have
a considerably d~fferent .skew. In order to compare the effects
of beam width and of the s'kew, it was neces.sary ,that. other
properties, such as ..span" .. roadway.·wi.dth, .and beam ..spacing ..be.
approximately the same .,f,o.r all ...thr.ee ...brid.g.e.s,.. ".Selection of
the br,idges was to b.e ,.b.as,ed, on- cer,tain .. r.eguir.ement.s. ,Des.ired
spans were 60 to 70 ft., which were typical .of,th~ box ,girder
bridges built in Pennsylvania. Straight bridge approaches
were necessary to facilitate dynamic runs. Superelevation
and grade were to be kept to a·minimum. Other ,considerations
in the bridge selection were availability. of power supply,
traffic .conditions , existence of parking space for the instru-
ment trailer, and feasibility of moving the heavily loaded
test truck to the bridge site.
The bridge treated in this report was selected as
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the 90° skew bridge constructed with 3-ft. box girders, al-
though its skew was. actually 82°. The structure, located
near White Haven, .Penns.ylvania, c.arr.ies T-372 over L. R. 1009,
which is Interstate 80. The properties of this. structure and
of.the Berwick. Bridge are nearly identical, except that the
Berwic'k Bridge has 4~ft,..box.girders. Therefore, comparison
of the Berwick Bridge results with the ,results of the White
Haven Bridge will show the effect of beam width.
Figs. land 2 show the White Haven Bridge. The test
sections were on the span over the westbound lanes of
L. R. 1009. The test span had a length of 66 ft. 1-5/8 in .',
a grade of 2%, and no superelevation. Since the road approach-
ing the bridge was unpaved, the maximum speed of dynamic runs
was limited. Traffic conditions, parking space for the trail-
er, and power supply posed no problems.
The c~oss-section, along with the girder designations,
is shown in Fig. S. Figs. 3 and 4 are photographs of the under-
side of the bridge. Four identical girders, 42 inches deep and
36 inches wide, are spaced at 9 feet, center~to-center. Dia-
phragms were cast between the girders, and monolithically with
the slab, at the midspan and at the ends of the test span.
The midspan diaph~agms, shown ~n Fig. 3, are 10 inches wide
by 33 inches deep, whereas the;diaphragms at the ends of the
test span are 12 inches wide artd 13-1/2 inches deep. The slab,
providing a 28-ft. roadway, was cast in place compositely with
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the girders. The speci.fied minimum thic'kness of slab was
7-1/2 inches, but measurements ta'ken at the two test sections
yielded some slab thic'knesses which were less than 7-1/-2 inches.
A 33-inch wide c.urb ..and- a lS-.inch wide parapet we.re cast mono-
lithically to form a safety curb. However, composite behavior
between the slab and curb is possible due to a rough joint, and
to vertical reinforcement between the safety curb and slab.
The parapet was constructed with 1/2-inch wide vertical gaps
at three equally spaced positions along the span, as shown in
Fig. 1. For typical details of the bridge structure, see the
Pennsylvania Department of Highway Bridge Division Standards
for Prestressed Concrete Bridges.14
The girders were designed for AASHO HS20-44 loading.
A distribution factor of 8/5.5 = 1.636 was used for the
interior girder, as compared to the factor of 1.000 for the
exterior girder.
2.2 Gage Sections and Locations
Two lateral cross-sections, designated as Sections M
and N, were selected for instrumentation. The sections were
perpendicular to the bridge centerline and we~e located as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Section M was located 3.55 feet"
north of midspan, which was the cross-section where maximum
moment occut'red when the test ve:hicle was travelling north.
Due to significantly large stra~ns measured in the parapet
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of the pilot study bridge, it. was decided to include a study
of the behavior at a cross-section where there was a gap in
the parapet. Therefore, Section N, located 11 feet north of
Section M, was at a cross-section having a gap in the east
parapet.
Gages were located at Section M, as shown in Fig. 6.
In the .typical arrangement of the eight longitudinal gages on
the girders, three gages were located on each side, with two
gages on the bottom face near the corners .. Eight longitudinal
gages were mounted on each of Girders A and B. Two deflection
gages, which will be called deflectometers, were fastened to
the bottoms of Girders A and B. Three longitudinal gages
were mounted on the curb and parapet. Three longitudinal and
"three transverse gages were applied to the bottom of the slab,
and three gages were mounted on the bottoms of the diaphragms.
All of the gages at Section N were longitudinal gages.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, eight gages were mounted on Girders
A and B with the typical arrangement.
2.3 Instrumentation
All of the strain gages were of the bonded wire
SR-4 type with effective lengths of 5 or 6 inches. After
careful selection with regard to soundness of concrete, the
gage locations were prepared for installation of gages by
light sanding, cleaning with acetone, and sealing with
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diluted SR-4 cement. The strain gages were mounted with
undiluted SR-4 cement after the initial coat had cured, and
gages exposed to direct contact by rain were waterproofed.
the deflectometers, shown in place in Fig. 4, were
liS-inch thick, flexible triangular aluminum plates, tapered
in width from 1 inch to 4-3/8 inches, over a l2-inch length.
Each plate was instrumented with four strain gages at the
wide end to measure flexural strains. The wide end of the
aluminum plate was attached to a bar which was clamped along
the bottom surface of a girder. The apex of the plate was
connected by a wire to a weight which rested on the ground
surface below the deflectometer. The wire was adjusted to
introduoe an initial "deflection in the aluminum plate ." Each
deflectometer was calibrated so that a change in flexural
strain, occurring when the bridge deflected, could be con-
verted to deflections.
Girder rotations were measured by using two
deflectometers mounted on the same'" girder. Therotations
were then determined by obtaining the differ~nce between
the deflectometer readings, and dividing by the distance
between the deflectometers.
Temperature compensation gages were loc~ted near each
active strain gage and deflectometer. Each active and
temperature-compensating gage was connected to one of 48
channels of monitoring equipment in the BPR trailer. These
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channels formed Wheatstone br.idges, each composed of an active
gage, temperature-compensating gage, power supply, amplifier,
oscillator, and galvanometer. Three variable-speed recording
machines were used to permanently record the galvanometer responses
to changes in resistance of the active strain gages.
2;4 Test Vehicle
A,photograph of the Bureau of Public Roads Bridge
Research Test Vehicle used in this study is shown in Fig. 8, along
with the wheel spacings and axle loads. The truck was a three-axle
Diesel tractor semi-trailer combination, which was loaded with
crushed stone to approximate the AASHO HS20-44 design vehicle.
2.5 Loading Lanes
The loading lanes were located such that the centerline
of the truc'k would correspond ei ther to the centerline of a _.girder
or to a line midway between girder centerlines. Fig. 5 shows the
location of the five loading lanes.
2.6 Positti,on Indioators
For crawl runs, three air hoses which served as position
indicators were· placed on the bridge dec'k perpendicular to the
roadway centerline. The air hoses were located at Section M
and at both ends of the test slab.. When a truc'k wheel crossed
an air hose, an event marker was triggered, causing an abrupt
-13-
offset on one of the oscillograph traces. From these offsets
it was possible to correlate longitudinal truc'k locations wi th
the oscillograph records.
2 .. 7 Test Runs
The static phase of the White Haven Bridge tests con-
sisted of two types of tests, static and crawl. Static tests
were conducted by ta'king a b_ase reading wi th the structure un-
loaded, and then ta'king. a reading while the truc'k was par'ked on
the structure. For a crawl run, the truck was driven across the
bridge at an idling speed of 2 to 3 mph. A man walking in front
of the truck used hand signals to assist the driver of the truck
in keeping the truck centered on the load lane. Signals to start
and stop the recording equipment were given by means of an inter-
com from the bridge deck to the instrument trailer. Usually
the recording equipment for crawl runs was operated from the
time the front vehicle wheels app~oached the first position
indicator hose until the rear wheels crossed the third hose.
Only one test series, consisting of twenty crawl and
twenty static runs, was necessary. Table 1 lists the test runs.
Two northbound and two southbound crawl runs were conducted in
each test lane. Southbound static runs in each lane were con-
ducted with the rear truck axle five and ten- feet south of
Section M, as well as five and ten feet south of Section N.
Calibration readings were ta'ken at the beginning of
-14-
a test- period, at the end of the test period, and sometimes inter~
mittently, depending on the length of test. period.
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3. DATA REDUCTION AND EVALUATION
3 .1 Oscillograph Trace Re.ading
Data reduction began. with the correlation of trace numbers,
each of which represented. a_particular strain gage, with traces on
the test record, ... The correla.tion. was achi.eved. by stud,ying the ,rela-
tive ,posi tion of trace brea'ks on the. sixteen "active gage traces and
one or two inactive refe.r,ence ..traces f.oreach. ,of the three o.sci.llo-
g~aph records from a test run. An interpretation based on some
~hysical characteristic such as line weight was necessary where two
oscillograph traces coincided. A number was written on each trace,
identifying it for future use. The overall correlation procedure
was termed editing.
With editing completed, calibration values were deter- .
mined. During the field tests, calibration readings were taken
with the bridge unloaded by running the equipment, and then in-
troducing lOO,OOO-ohm resistances into the Wheatstone Bridge
circuits in parallel with the active gages. The changes of
response due to the added resistances were the calibrating values,
which were scaled from the oscillograph traces with an accuracy
of 0.01 inch. Generally, the calibration runs used were those
immediately preceding the test runs.
After editing the records and determining calibration
values, the traces of the actual test runs were reap. To obtain
strains, two trace readings were necessary, (1) a no-load reading
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at the left side. of the r.ecor.d and,.(2.) .a..reading wi,th the t.ruc'k
at a desired location .on.- the,-.bridge... Vehicle, .p-os.iti.ons, were
established by propor.ti,oning.di,stances b,etween .. axle offsets, ,re-
lated to 'known axle sp,acings and the.,distances .between .gage
sections.
3.2 Evaluation of Oscillograph.. D.ata.
Calibrati.on ,r.e,adings ,were trace .responses",due to, 'known.
resistance chang~s_,of ,ther acti,v,e .g.a,g.es. The ,ratios .established
by the calibration readings-:.were, ,lls,ed..· to c,onver·t trace r~esponse
changes af actual test runs t.O .. res,is.tance chang.es.,. which. were, in
turn, proportional to chang.esin. s.tr.ain,.. T,race, r.eadings, w.erecon~,
verted to strains and deflections. by a compll.te~ p.ro~am~ written
in WIZ language for use wi th the GE 225 computer. The ,program
originally written for the Drehersville Bridg.e.. r.e.q.uired .only the
changing of gage constants, s,uch .as, g.age.r.e.si.st.ance ,..~g.ag.e, factor,
lead cable length factor, operation attenuation, and' calibration
attenuation. Other computer input consisted of c.alibration
values, trace readings of test runs, and conversion factors for
the deflectometers. The computer output, consisting of strains
and deflections, was listed on a.prepared cross-section of the
bridge, and was chec'ked visually for sizeable errors.
Four strain gages were mounted on each side of the
girders in order to pinpoint poor strain re~dings.~ After plotting
the strains of the four gages on a girder sid~', a straight, line
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was drawn through, -the .. str.ain-.poin.ts.. _I.f.one -.of..the, .s.trains was
grossly out o-f . line .wi tho the other, three, that s.tr.ain was . ami tted
from the computer .c.ur.v.e fit,.pro.gr.am, for determination of neutral
axis locations. If all -f.o.ur ,strains plotted in a straight line,
or if no three of the four strains were linear, 'four strains were
used in the curve~fit program. Therefore, the strain plots were
used to determine whether ... three. or four strain ,values would be
used in the computer program for·neutral axis location.
Oscillograph data on the Drehersville Bridge was evalu-
ated by the computer in four stages: neutral axes, interior
girders, exterior girders, and distribution percentages. For
the present study, the four computer programs were combined into
one. : Information, similar to the Drehersville Bridge, was print-
ed out, such as neutral axis location, effective slab,and curb
widths, moments of inertia, moments divided by the modulus of
elasticity, and distribution percentages.
In the first stage of the computer program, neutral
axes were calculated by a curve-fit method based on least squares.
InpUt for a heutral axis calculation consisted of the number of
data points to be used, and the strain for each data point, with
its vertical location on the girder face. In addition to the
neutral axis location, the strain in the bottom girder fibers
was calculated from the equation of a-straight line f~tted to
the data points by the computer. These revised strains were
necessary mainly when the strain gage reading on the bottom
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surface of the .girder, ,was ..dis.c.arde,d..
The second stageo,f.. the c.omputer ,progr-am ,calculated
interior girder moment coefficients, where moment coefficients
were moments .divid,ed-,by themod.ulus 0.£ elasticity. Moment co-
efficient calculations were begun by determining the effective
slab widths. To find effective slab widths, first moments were
ta'ken about the av.eraged.. neutral axis location, using the trans-
formed section principle. The amount of slab width required to
make the first moment of the compression area equal to the first
moment of the tension area, was the effective transformed width.
Having established the effective cross-section, the moments of
inertia about the prin,cipa.l axes were found and used in momen-t
coefficient calculations. In these calculations, full composite
action was assumed between the girders and slab. Variatibns in
girder depth and slab thickness were considered in the program.
Exterior girder calculations for moment coefficients
were similar to the calculations for interior girders. Full
composite action was assumed between the girder, slab, curb, and
parapet. If the effective slab width of the adjacent interior
girder ,exceeded 108 inches, ·which was the girder spacing, only
the portion of the slab width remaining above the exterior girder
was considered to be contributing to the exterior girder
cross-section. However, if the effective slab width of the
adjacent girder was less than 108 inches, the contributing slab
width to the exterior girder was considered t6~extend only to
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the point -midway between the gird,ers.
The fourth and final stage of the computer program
calculated distrib.ution. percentages. The distribution percentage
for a girder was the moment coefficient of that girder divided by
the summation .of moment co,efficients of all fO.ur girder,s, while
the test truc'k is located at a. particular posi tion. Since only
Girders A and B were gaged, moment coefficients for Girders C
and D were the values for Girders A and B when the truc'k was
located in a symmetric lane on the other side of the bridge.
For instance, to determine distribution ,percentages in Lane 1,
moment coefficients for Girders A'and B were used when the truck
was in Lane 1, whereas the moment coefficients for Girders C and
D were the values for Girders A and B when the truck was in Lane 5.
In a similar manner, Lanes 2 and 4 were combined for Lane 2.
In the AASHO Sp~cifications,l provisions for lateral
distribution of load in bridges are expressed as distribution
factors. These factors are coefficients by ,which a line of wheel
loads is multiplied in computing·the design moment for a girder.
The AASHO Specifications also specify that for design purposes
the centerline of a wheel, or wheel group, be placed 24 inches
from the curb, or 24 inches from the centerline of bridge for
trucks in the opposite traffic lane. When the test vehicle was
in test Lane 1 or 5 of the bridge, the center of the wheel group
nearest to the curb was located 22.5 inches away from the curb.
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If the truck was in Lane 2 or 4, the center of the wheel group
nearest to the_b~idge centerline was 16.5 inches from the center-
line. Therefore" a ve.ry close, approximation of the AASHO. design
loading was simulated when the trucks were located either in
Lanes 1 and 4, or in, Lanes 2 "and 5. The experimental distri-
bution factor for a ,girder was determined by adding the distri-
bution percent,a,ge to the girder ,from each truc'k and multiplying
by two, since ,distribution factors refer to wheel loads rather
than axle loads.
As in past studies, efforts to determine a value for
effective modulus of elasticity, E, of concrete from empirical
relationships related to f1, or from stress-strain information
c
resulting from cylinder tests, have not been successful.' Reasons
for the lack of success in determining E are discussed in
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 315.1,5 and in two re-
po-rts on "bridges tested in Calif,o.rni,a. 3, 4 The valueofE,
however, .does not.affect the. calculati,ons f.o.~..distributi.on
percentages and distribution factors. From moment coefficients,
an effective value of E'was determined by equating the sum of
the moment coefficients multiplied by E, which was the internal
resisting moment at the cross-section, to the externally applied
moment at the cross-section, which was calculated using princi-
pIes of statics. After E had been determined, internal moments
were calculated for comparison with design moments.
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4. TEST RESU,LTS
4.1 Distribution Coefficients
Distrib.ution coefficients are presented in both
tables and figures. Loading 'key.s, shown ,abo'-\ie .e.ach" 'tab.Ie .arid
on each graph, indicate the location and direction of the
truck, and the approximate location of test sections. On
the graphs, the strai.ght lines connecting. the resultant...g.irder '
distribution coeffic.ients indicate load distribution when the
truck is located in the designated load 1ane Q
In ,Fri,tz Enginee.ring Labo.ratory, Report No. 315.4,8
which reported ,the results of the Berwic'k Bridge, the static
tests yielded nearly the same results as the crawl run tests,
but sometimes appeared to be less reliable. Consequently, only
crawl-run results are presented in this report.
Table 2 lists the distribution coefficients for
Section M, while Table 3 lists the distribution coefficients
for Section N. The values in these tables 'w~re used in plotting
the graphs.
Figs. 9 and 10 are plots of the distribution co-
efficients at Section M with the truck traveling north. The
two figures differ by the location of the truck. Corresponding
southbound run results at Section M are plotted in Figs. 11 and
12. In a similar manner, distributioTI- coefficients at Section N
are plotted in Figs. 13 through 16.
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Figs. 17 through 20 show comparisons of distri-
bution coefficients at Sections M and N. The loading key
shows the truc'k posi ti-onand direction, while a· 'key in the
upper right corner of the figure identifies the plots with
their corresp.onding sections. Comparisons between distribution
coefficients of the White Haven and Berwick Bridges are given
in Figs. 21 thr,o,ugh24. .Again the,p,Iots are ident-ified by a
'key in the up.p.er .right, co.rner. of the. figure and by the lo.ading
'key.
4.2 Distribution Factors
Distribution factors were determined as explained
in Section 3. 2 ,using ..the larger value obtained by considering
the true'ks in ,.Lanes 1 and 4 .or 2 and 5. Thedistrib.ution
factors at Sections M and N for both the interior and exterior
girders are tabulated in" Table 4 for v.arious truc'k positions
in each direction. The bottom row of values in Table 4 are
the present PDH design values-. In Table 5 a summation of the
distribution factors from the Drehersville, Berwick, and
White Haven Bridge tests is given for both exterior and interior
girders. In each case the truck position causing maximum moment
in the structure was used. As a chec'k on the c:ons·is·t:eln:CY7 of
the PDH design method, the experimental distribution factor,
the PDH design value, and the ratio of experimental to ',des'i,gli
values are listed.
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4.3 Moment Coefficients
In o.r.der. to study the .magnitude of moment coefficients
as well as distribution coefficients, Tables 6 and 7 are tabulations
of moment coefficients at Sections M and N, _respectively. Each set
of moment coefficients is headed. by -a lo.a.ding 'key and the value of
the total theoretical. moment for the four g~rders. The experim~ntal
modulus of elasticity value shown with each lane was determined by
dividing the summation of moment coefficients into the total theo-
retical moment.
Table 8 lists moment coefficients obtained from super-
imposing moment coefficients of single--truc'k' runs with the true'ks
in Lanes 1 and 4. The table contains values at Sections M and N
for both interior and exterior girders. Loading diagrams show
the position and direction of travel of the load vehicle.
4.4 Design and Experimental Live Load Moments
In Tables 9 an~ 10, design and experimental live load
moments are compared for exterior and interior girders, respective-
ly. At the two test sections, the design moments resulting from
various truck locations were calculated by taking one-half of
the corresponding total theoretical moments and multiplying by
s/5.5, where s is the girder spacing. The total theoretical
moments were divided by two, since the distribution factor refers
to wheel loads instead of axle loads. Experimental moments were
determined by multiplying crawl-run moment coefficients by
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corresponding experimental E values, both having been taken from
Tables 6 and 7, and .. superimposing the ,resulting. moments. wi th the
true'ks in Lanes I ,and .. 4 .or 2 and 5. ,In the last column·, ratios
are given of experimental ,.Iive, loa.d moments_:. di.vid.e.d, by .,ilesi.gn
live load moment. As in the, previo.,us tables, "truc'k locations
and' directions are ,shown .b.y .. lo.ad,ing~."keys.
Tables ll"and. 12 compare the ... ratins. 0.£ experimental
moment to design ,moment f.or"the, ..Drehers.vi.lle, , B.erwi.c'k, and ,White
Haven Bridges. The rati.o,s. Ii.s.t.ed _in .Table Il ar_e.for. exteri.o,r
girders, whereas the ratios listed .in Table.... l.2.~ .. aTIe ,for .. int.e.rior
girders. The same t.est. se-eti.o.ns and"loading-.pD.si.tions.-were.. n.ot
used on all three bri,dge t,ests. .Ther,ef.D.re, blan'k ... spac,e.s occur
in the tables when the corresponding ratio was not ~etermined.
4.5 Maximum Strains
In Taple 13, the maximum ,strains from the bott.om
surfaces of the White Haven Bridge girders are compared with
corresponding strains from the Berwick Bridge. Section M was
used for the comparison.
4.6 Girder Deflections and Rotations
Girder deflections and rotations from the White Haven
and Berwick Bridges are compared in Table 14.
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4.7 Transformed Effective Widths
Tables IS.and. 16 ,are, 1is.ts .of transformed effective
slab width values which are. aver.ages of the two. simi~lar test
runs conducted. The effective .slab width of 93.00 inches, often
appearing in the table.s- fo.r., .ex,terior ..gir.ders, was the maximum
slab width avai~able, which meant,. that the -curb and -par.apet were
contributing to the effective cross-section. The governing de-
sign effective slab width for.interior girders according to the
AASHO Specifications,l is the girder spacing which is 108 inches.
4.8 Diaphragm Strains
Diaphragm strains are ,tabulated in Table 17. A dia-
gram of the bridge cross-section shows the location of the strain
gages and identifies them by number. Strains are listed with the
truck in each loading lane at positions shown by the loading dia-
gram key. The strains, listed for a truck in a certain lane, are
av,erages of all of the truc'k runs made in that lane. In the
table, tensile strains are positive and compressive strains are
negative ..
A comparison between diaphragm strains of the White
Haven and Berwick Bridges is shown in Table 18. The gages are
identified by the same numbers used in Table 17.
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s. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Strains §nd Neut5al Axes
Plots of strains along the side faces of girders
normally showed a linear relationship. Parapet and curb
strains also plotted linearly with the strains from under-
lying girders,-indicatingfull composite action between the
girder, slab, curb, and parapet .. The use of four strain
gages on each girder face, ins'tead o"f three, .. proved 'to be a
_worthwhile change .. in instrumentation. Poor strain readings
were readily pinpointed when only. three of the four strain
readings were linear.
As was found in Fritz Engineering Laboratory
Report No. 31501,5 neutral axes were sometimes inclined~
Neutral axes in exterior girders were always inclined due
to the unsymmetrical girder cross-section. Inclinations of
girder neutral axes occurred mainly when the truck was on
the side of the bridge opposite the girdero As expected,
the ,neutral axes of interior girders were horizontal when
the truck was centered over the girders. Variations also
occurred between vertical locations of neutral axes with
respect to the bottom girder face. This distance was usually
greater when the truck was laterally located nearer to the
girder.
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5.2 Distribution Coeffi6ients
Camp,aris-ons of ..di.s.tribution coefficients at a
.section wi th the truc'k in ,different test lanes indicated ex-
pected results, as _.shown "in .Figs ... 9 ,thro.ugh ,16. Girders nearest
the load carri.ed. the. lar,ger portion of the. load. Some variation
was exhibited when·the.distribution coefficients at Sections M
and N were compared ,in Figs. 17 through 20. This variation indi-
cates that load was distributed more evenly at Section M when the
bridge was loaded to produce maximum moment at Section N.
One of the objectives of this report was to compare
the results from the White Haven and Berwick Bridges. Figures
21 through 24 show that the White Haven Bridge girders, which
were directly under the load, carried a larger percentage of
load than similarly loaded Berwick Bridge girQers. This appears
reasonable since the White Haven Bridge was more flexible later-
ally due to the narrower girder width, and to a greater clear
·spacing between the girders.
5.3 Distribution Factors
The distribution factors at Sections M and N were
in about the same range, as shown in Table 4. The·experimental
factors for exterior girders range between 1.171 and 1.228 which
correspond to the AASHO and PDH design value of 1.000. For
interior girders, the experimental distribution factors range
between 1.018 and 1.112, or in the form presented in the AASHO
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Specifications, s/8. 84 to. s/8. 09 . .The. PDH "desi.gn ."value for
interior girders_was_l.63fi or s/5.5 ..The experimental distribution
factors for the exteri.or... ,girde,rs. were slightly great-er than the PDH
design values, whereas. the __"fa.ct.o_r.s~. f.or the .inte.ri.or ..girders were,
considerably less than ,des.igll .....v.alues .
By .c.omp,aring..res~ults. of ,the Dreher.sville B.ridge with the
Whi te Haven and:- ,Berwic'k Bridges ,- an i.ndicat.ion,. of. the effect of
clo'sely and wi.dely ..sp.aced -.gird,ers .can .be ,obtained. Howeve,r, since
all three bridg__eshad ..different d.esign, v.alues" the .ratios of ex-
perimental to design values give a more appropriate comparison
of the results. Table 5 lists the experimental distribution
factors, PDH design values, and experimental-to-design ratios
for all three bridges. For interior girders, the experimental-
to-design ratios for all three bridges are quite close, ranging
from 0.601 to 0.657. On the contrary, the ratios for the ex-
terior girders vary considerably with the Berwick and White Haven
values, ranging from 1.083 to 1.228, whereas the Drehersville
values are 1.389 and 1.4040 This variation in ratio is due to
the variation in the AASHO design values, rather than the ex-
perimental distribution factors which are relatively constant.
Therefore, the design method of estimating distribution factors
for exterior girders does not appear to be satisfactory. Fo~
interior girders the design factor appears to be quite consistent,
although a value less than s/5.5 would appear to be more approp~i­
ate.
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-_._.-_._....__.....- -_._.._ ...._ .._.---------------
5.4 Moment Coefficients
Moment ooefficients,- shown' in Tables 6 and 7, as well
as the superimposed, moment. coef.ficients shown .in T.able 8, are
in the range expected.. Sect.ion N was at a. c-onsiderable distance
from Section M, which made Section N .a less critical section, even
though it was at a parapet ,gap ..
545 Modulus of Elasticity
The experimental modulus of elasticity values obtained
by ,dividing the summations of moment coefficients are much higher
than values from the ACI Code. 2 Several reasons are given for
the discrepancy in Chapter 5 of Fritz Engineering Laboratory
Report No. 315.1. 5
Experimental E values are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
The average experimental value for E is 5950 ksi. Although less
than the experimental E values obtained from the Berwick and
Drehersville Bridges, this value is still in general agreement
with values found in other research .. 3 '4
5 .. 6 Comparison of Design and Experimental Live Load Moments
A comparison of the design and experimental moments
at different sections is shown in Tables 9 and 10. The details
of calculation for the various values in the tables are given
in Chapter 40
The ratios of experimental moment to design moment in
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Table 9 for the exte~i.or._gir_der.show. Q,n,ly.. a.slight.vari.ation.
Although the r,ati.os...are .. _great.er. than, 1 ~.o ~ . the ...girders._may, not be
under-designed, becaus,e of .re.sar,ve .. strength. fr.om the curb and para-
pet sections. The corresponding ratios shown in Table 10 for in-
terior girders also show only a 'slight varia,tion,. However, their
ratios, ranging from 0.622 to 0.679, indicate that the interior
girders actually c,arry sub,stantially less load than assumed in
the design.
A summation of experimental moment to design moment
ratios is listed in Tables 11 and 12. Similar ratios were ob-
tained through distribution factors, as described in Section 5.3
of this report, and their significance has already been discussed.
5.7 Maximum Strains
Since Section N was a considerable distance from the
critical moment Section M, little possibility existed that the
strains in Section N with the parapet gap would be critical.
Instead of aCdmparison between strains from Sections M and N,
Table 13 shows a comparison between maximum strains of the White
Haven and Berwick Bridges. The larger strains of the White Haven
Bridge are partly due to the deeper beams, to the more flexible
cross-section, and to the lower modulus of elasticity of the
concrete in the White Haven Bridge.
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5.8 Girder Deflections and Rotations
The g.irder.,.deflections were of the expected magnitude.
In Table 14, the,d.ef.lecti.ons and .rotations of the White Haven
Bridge generally~ndicate.themore flexible nature of the White
Haven Bridge,. .Ad.ir.ect.- comparison ...of. gi,rde.r. deflections does
not yield satisfactory distribution. coefficients, ,and no attempt
has been made to develop a more involved method of correlation
betwee.n girder deflections and di,si:ribution coe.fficients.
5.9 Transformed Effective Slab Widths
Tables 15 and 16 list transformed effective slab widths.
These values should be considered with some reservations, since
a small change in neutral axis location causes a relatively
large variation in the transformed effective slab width. Never-
theless, the values do facilitate a rough comparison with the
AASHO Specification value of 108 inches for the effective slab
width, which is the center-to-cente~ spacing of girders. Al-
though many of the transformed effective slab widths listed in
the tables are less than 108 inches, they were widths transformed
to equivalent girder concrete~ which undoubtedly had a higher E
value than the slab. There{ore, the actual effective slab width
would be larger if transformed back to slab concrete.
5.10 Diaphragm Strains
Diaphragm strains for the White Haven Bridge are
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tabulated in Table 17. The .directions of the girder rotations
correlate well -with the tensile or co,mpr.es.si.v_e ,diaphragm strains.
As in the case .of ,.~t.he ..Be.rwic'kB_ridge, . the mo,re cr.i,ti.cal strains in
the diaphragms, exi.st when. only ,one .truc'k ,is on the bridge, since
the diaphragm str,ains .. ,r.e.v.ers.e si.gns,.. when the ,tr.uc'k. is on the
apposi te side of the b.ri,dge,..~,and,_have a canceling effect when two
truc'ks are superimposed later,ally adjacent on the bridge. Compari-
sons between diaphragm ,strains. of the Berwi.c'k and White IIaven
Bridges, Table 20, show the strains to be'of the same general
magnitude.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary
The overall. purpose of this.. ·inve.sti.gation '. is to study
current design procedures, and to develop a new procedure that
more nearly represents. the actual behavior of" .. s,tructures of the
spread box-beam type. For, the experimental. par.t. of the investi-
gation, five bridg_es hav.e been fi.eld tes.ted, .pr.imarily to ex-
perimentally determine the lateral "d.is.tribution of vehicular
loads on this type of bridge. The first bridge, tested during
the summer of 1964, was a pilot study bridge for the purpose of
evaluating testing and data reduction procedures. The purpose
of the bridge test discussed in this report, which was one of
three bridge tests during the summer of l~65, was to compare the
behavior of this bridge, constructed with 3-ft. wide girders, to
the behavior of the Berwic'k Bridge which was constructed wi th
4-ft. wide girders. Other properties of both bridges were es-
sentially the same.
The test structure described in this report was an
existing bridge located near White Haven, Pennsylvania. The
bridge consisted of four precast prestressed concrete box girders,
a composite cast-in-place reinforced concrete slab, and rein-
forced concrete curbs and parapets. All of the tests were con-
dLidted wi th one series of gages. ~he' section wa~:1 .g,ag.ed .where
the maximum live load moment was produced with the test vehicle
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traveling north,and. another section wasg.ag.ed.where a gap in
the parapet existed_. - "In ..addition, three .gages. were applied to
the bottom faces. of,., the "midspan. "di.ap,hr.agms..... .The load was supplied
by a truc'k loaded. wi th .cr,ushed st.one to .appr.oximate the AASHO
HS20-44 design vehicle .. The data in thia report. is based on the
loading condi tion .w,ith the truck crossing the b.ridge at a crawl
speed 'of 2 to 3 mph. Strain and deflection measurements were
recorded by continuous ,strain recording... equipment, in cooperation
with personnel from the Bureau of Public Roads.
The dat~ ~ecorded in the field was reduced to strains
veloped in the test of the Berwick Bridge.
6.2 Conclusions
In addition to 'conclusions already established from
the pilot study, the following conclusions were made, based on
the field test measurements from the White Haven Bridge.
1. The experimental distribution factor was
considerably less than the PDH design distri-
bution factor for interior girders. For the
exterior girders, the design factor was less
than the experimentally based value. However,
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the participation of curb and parapet served
to provide added stiffness and strength to
the exterior girders.
2. For interior girders the ratios between
experimental and design. distribution factors
or moments appeared to be relatively constant
for the White Haven,- Berwic'k, and· Drehersville
Bridges. However, there is a ,considerable
variation between corresponding ratios for the
exterior girders of the three.bridges. Since
this variation is· due to the variation in the
AASHO design values rather than the experi-
mental values which are relatively constant,
the design method of estimating distribution
factors for exterior girders does not appear
to be very satisfactory. For interior girders,
the design factor of the s/5.5 form ~ppears to
be appropriate, although the factor should be
modified to ,yield lesser valuee.
3. When two trucks were superimposed to simulate
the AASHO loading condition, the distribution
coefficients did not vary significantly at
either of the gaged sections.
4. Deflections and rotations indicate that the
White Haven Bridge, constructed with 3-ft. wide
girders, is more flexible than the Berwick Bridge,
which was constructed with 4-ft. wide box girders.
5. The loading condition with one load vehicle on
the bridge produces more critical strains in the
diaphragms than when two trucks are on the bridge.
6. The girders under the load vehicle take a greater
percentage of the totai load in the White Haven
Bricl..ge than in the Berwic'k Bridge. This is
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essentially due to the £act that the
White Haven Bridge is the more flexible
bridge~
7. The use of.four strain gages per girder
side instead of three proved to be a worth-
while change -.in instrumentation.
8. 'Tables listing the transformed effective
widths indicated that for this structure,
the center-to-center,spacing of girders is
a reasonably ,accurate estimate of the effective
slab width.
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8. TABLES
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Direction
Table 1
Type
Listing of Test Runs
Lanes Number
North Crawl 1 through 5 10"'c
South Crawl 1 through 5 10*
South Static, rear axle 1 through 5 55 ft. south of Sec. N
South Static, rear axle 1 through 5 510 ft. south of Sec. N
South Static, rear axle 1 through 5 55 ft. south of Sec. M
South Static, rear axle 1 through 5 510 ft. south of 'Sec. M
* Two runs per lane
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Table 2 Distribution Coefficients at Section M
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT
GIRDER
- Moment Coe~~~c~ent (lOO)~ - _ ....
GIRDER
f w- North-..) 1(.
o M N A t I ~I)\[QJo M N nI
+:'
t-'
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
A
48.31
32.74
19.60
B
31.75
35.44
3.0.40
c
13.49
20.90
30.40
D
6.45
lO.92
19.60
A
46.86
34.79
21.50
B
30.28
30.95
28.50
c
15.48
22.19
28.50
D
Nort~
7.38
12.07
21.50
S uth .rQJ.f 1
: ? I (J
·M N h
].outhg I
a I Q.
M N ~
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
48.04
28.58
20.32
30.94
36.88
29.68
14.34
21.97
29.68 .
6.68
12.57
20.32
45.26
33.70
19.10
29 • 98~
30.29
30.90
16.87
22.71
30.90
7.89
13-.30
19.10
------'
Table 3 Distribution Coefficients at Section N
DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT = Moment Coefficient (lOO)
L:Moment Coeffici.ents
A
GIRDER
B C D A
GIRDER
B c D
I
-+=
N
I
10 ~ Northo A-
M N
1 ~N9rth_() I
o i::::.
M N
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
49.30
34.44
21.19
30.93
33.48
28.81
12.85
19.95
28.81
6.92
12.13
21.19
49.82
30.05
16.74
33.17
41.79
33.26
11.15
18.18
33.26
5.86
9.98
16.74
South~ I~ ;0
, A
M N
_South 5J5J. <;21
Oil).
M N
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
47.58
31.20
18.68
34.00
36.26
31.32
12.07
21.58
31.32
6.35
10.96
18.68
49.36
29.49
16.43
33.36
40.44
33.57
11.86
19.82
33.57
5.42
10.25
16.43
Table 4 Distribution Factors
Test Exterior Interior
Loading Position Section Girder Girder
1.185 SI ~Nort~ M 1.053 or 8.5470u- SM N . h N 1.228 1.018 8.841
M 1.178 1.049 S,
I ~North-__ 8.5800I 0 S+' N 1.197 1.027w M N 8.499
I
M 1.214 1.058 S~SouthQ J 8.507O~U ;PI
N 1.171 1.112 SM N 8.094
M 1.171 1.054 S
.. SOUth 5] 8.539I
a
)J I ~) ~ SN 1.192 1.064-M N 8.459
Present PDH 1.000 1.636 S---Design Value 5.5
Table 5 Summation of Distribution Factors
for Drehersville, Berwick, and White Haven Bridges
Bridge Direction Experimental PDH ExperimentalDesign Design
Exterior Girder
Drehersville~'c East 1.137 0.81 1.404
Drehersville~'c West 1.125 0.81 1.389
Berwick North 1.178 1.05 1.122
Berwick South 1.137 1.05 1.083
White Haven North 1.228 1.00 1.228
White Haven South 1.212 1.00 1.212
Interior Girder
Drehersville* East 0.854 1.30 0.657
Drehersville~': West 0.850 1.30 0.654-
Berwick North 1.036 1.597 0.649
Berwick South 0.960 1.597 0.601
White Haven North 1.053 1.636 0.644
White Haven South 1.058 1.636 0.647
* Values are based on the AASHO design condition keeping each truck
in its respective load lane.
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Table 6 Moment Coefficients (10- 6 ft-in2 ) for Section M
A
GIRDER
B C
Modulus of
E1ast.icity
D (10-6 psi) A
GIRDER
B C
M6dulus of
Elasticity
D (10-6 psi)
f )[QJNorth -
) 1(1 A
u- M N
T.M.* = B07,016 (lb-ft)
u-
T.M.* = 711,950 (lb-ft)
I
+=(J'1
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
69,683
44,262
25,819
45,607
47,889
40,033
19,346
28,233
40,033
9,263
14,763
25,819
5.61
5.97
6.12
57,999
42,219
25,154
37,478
37,539
33,339
19,168
26,910
33,339
9,135
14,627
25,154
5.75
5.87
6.09
JouthQf . IIP I ()
o M N h
T.M.* = 749,704 (lb-ft)
--D,.
T.M.* = 743,755 (lb-ft)
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
62,372
35,117
24,053
40,074
45,372
35,216
18,553
27,024
35,216
8,681
lS,473
24,053
5.78
6.l0
6.32
55,252
41,637
27,054
36,584
37,438
33,252
20,576
28,066
33,252
9;6l6
16,457
27,054
6.54
6.02
6.17
* T.M. = Theoretical Total Moment
Table 7 Moment Coefficients (10-8 ft-in2 ) for Section N
GIRDER Modulus of GIRDER Modulus ofElasticity Elasticity
A B C D (10-6 psi) A B C D (10-6 psi)
r W North_( ) 1(,
o M N h
T.M.* = 557,627 Ib-ft)
I ~ North.e) I 1(.
o M N A
T.M.* =671,255 (lb-ft)
I
+:
en
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
49,959
32,386
20,417
31,332
31,452
27,701
13,014
18,749
27,701
7,004
11,403
20,417
5.50
5.93
5.79
63,936
35,921
18,889
42,570
49,896
37,502
14,305
21,634
37,502
7,518
11,968
18,889
5.23
5.62
5.95
South~ I
I ()
o M N h
T.M.* = 565,646 (lb-ft)
sou~. I
- }J 0o I hM N
T.M.* = 675,943 (lb-ft)
Lane 1
Lane· 2
Lane 3
45,398
29,396
16,918
32,395
34,177
28,355
11,526
20,330
28,355
6,066
10,306
16,918
5.93
6.00
6.25
59,796
34,522
18,155
40,378
47-,374
37,090
14,396
23,188
37,090
6,584
11,992
18,155
-5.58
5.77
6.12
* T.M. = Theoretical Total Moment
Table 8 Moment Coefficients (lO-s ft-in2 ), Two Trucks Superimposed
I
+'
'-l
I
.\ ~North
o T -
a . M N l
I ~Nort~/ 0
Io M N
.J30UthQ I
~ 0o . I h
M N
.South Q)J I
o I 0 Z1M N
Test S;ection
M
N
M
N
M
N
M
N
Exterior Girder
84,446
6l,362
72,626
75,904
77,845
55,704
7l,709
7l,788
Interior Girder
73',840
SO,08l
-64,388
64,204
67,098
52,725
64,650
63,566
-:-=.~:::":::':".~=::::~*~« =_; A@ _ -:~::'::':t::~_-.:=:::=:~~~'~~::=:::-:.::::.;.y.=._=""""""'''''''"''''=='''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''''''_~ , _
Table 9 Comparison of Design and Experimental ~oments - Exterior Girder
5 ld£P1North ~
o M N Zl
Design~': Experimental ExperimentalSection Moment Moment
(kip-ft) (kip-ft) Design
M 403.508 479.057 1.185
N 278.814 342.394 1.228
I
-+=
00
I
r ~Northo ---
o I ~
M N
..southg ~
,0a
M 'N
-iouth~ I
}J 0a I h
M N
-I: See Sec. 4.4
M
N
M
N
M
N
355.975
335.628
374.852
282.823
371.878
337.972
419.355
401.645
454.895
331.046
460.419
402.856
1.178
1.197
1.214
1.171
1.238
1.192
·-"--~--"·_c-.'C,,,,,.-c_.,,.'.~-,,,,,,,,",,.""._.. =-""""""_............... _
Table 10 - Comparison of Design and Experimental Moments - Interior Girder
1
.-i=
to
1
__. __~Nort~
~-------..---I~
0- M N
...South a~o----.~
() ~ I ~
M N
.iout~ I
o f Q A
M N
.* See Sec. 4.4
-M
N
M
N
M
N
582.375
549.087
613.258
462.698
608.392
552.92l
373.460
344.224
396.474
3l4.082
408.2l7
, 359.l04
O.64l
0.627
·0.647
0.679
0.671
0.649
Table 11 Ratios of Experimental Moment to Design Moment for Exterior Girders
Drehersville, Berwick, and White Haven Bridges
Section Drehersvil1e* Berwick White Haven
1.187
1.228
1.1211.416M
N
~North_
M N A
oIo
I
U1
o
I a
5 I ~No~t~
M N
M
N 1.074
1.178
1.197
1.214
1.171
1.-0131.302M
N
..sout~-J-----,..Q~l
o M N h
l.171
1.1921.061
M
No M N
Jouth~",-"",, IQ::lp I (,)
* For the Drehersville Bridge the directions are west instead of north and east instead of south.
Table 12 Ratios of Experimental Moment to Design Moment for Interior Girders
Drehersville, Berwick, and White Haven Bridges
I
(jJ
f-I
I
b 1(3:COJ North_
o fi
M N
r ~.North-.() I
a M N
;outh Q6J I
I ()
M N ~
_South rQ:J()j I
I ~)
a M N 6
Section
M
N
M
N
M
N
M
N
Drehersville*
0.677
0.605
Berwick
0.648
0.693
0.560
0.682
White Haven
0.• 643
0.622
0.641
0.627
0.647
0.679
O.67l
0.649
* For the Drehersville Bridge the directions are west instead of north and east instead of south.
Table 13 Tabulation of Maximum Strains (10-6 in/in)
on Bottom Surfaces of Girders for White Haven and Berwick Bridges
Truck Girder A Girder B
Location Left Right Left Right
White Haven Bridge
Lane 1 51.6 59.2 48.6 41.8
Lane 2 37.1 38.5 49.5 45.8
Lane 3 24.9 23.9 40.2 42.1
Lane 4 17.0 13.8 30.1 28.3
Lane 5 10.6 8.3 23.0 19.2
Lanes 1 and 4 68.6 73.0 78.7 70.1(superimposed)
Berwick Bridge
Lane 1 38.9 42.0 34.8 30.9
Lane 2 31.4 30.1 34.0 34.2
Lane 3 23.2 19.5 29.5 32.2
Lane 4 17.9 15.0 23.6 23.7
Lane 5 11.7 9'.2 18.9 15.8
Lanes 1 and 4 56.8 57.0 58.4 54.6(superimposed)
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Table l4 Girder Deflection and Rotations at Section M
for White Haven and Berwick Bridges
Deflections (inches) Rotations~': (radians) .
GIRDER GIRDER
AL AR BL BR A B
I ~North_
a 0 M N h
White Haven Bridge
I
In
UJ
Lane l 0.0999 0.0929 O.O91l 0.08l4
-0.OOO35l
-0.000488I Lane 2 0.0647 0.0753 0.0862 0.0906 +0.000532 +0.000224
Lane 3 0.0390 0.0548 0.0677 0.0922 +0.000792 +0.OOl226
Lane 4 0.0232 0.0378 O.OSlS 0.0764 +0.000728 +0.OOl241
L·ane 5 0.0104 0.0234 0.0340 0.0570 +0.000653 +0.001148
Berwick Bridge
Lane 1 0.0887 0.0897 0.0831 0.0753 +0.000052
-0.000393
Lane 2 0.0674 0.0692 0.0808 0.0796 +0.000054
-0.000058
Lane 3 0.0447 0.0475 0.0670 0.0694 +0.000156 +0.000134
Lane 4 0.0365 0.0385 0.0583 0.06l9 +0.000097 +O.OOOl90Lane 5 0.0260 O.O28l 0.0459 0.0498 +0.000106 +0.000193
* Positive rotation is clo~kwise
Table 14 (continued) Girder Deflections and Rotations at Section M
for White Haven and Berwick Bridges
Deflections (inches) Rotations* (radians)
GIRDER GIRDER
AL AR BL BR A B
W;y I...South I () A0
M N
White Haven BridgeI
Ln
-+=
0.1148 0.1104 0.1030 0.0918
-0.000219
-0.000560I Lane 1
Lane 2 0.0742 0.0873 0.0994 0.1108 +0.000654 +0.000572
Lane 3 0.0435 0.0620 0.0815 0.1077 +0.000924 +0.001308
Lane 4 0.0166 0.0328 '0.0460 0.0694 +0.000808 +0.001169
Lane 5 0.0066 0.0208 0.0307 0.0530 +0.000808 +0.001118
Berwick Bridge
Lane 1 0.0727 0.0728 0.0678 0.0620 +0.000009
-0.000393
Lane 2 0.0536 0.0554 0.0684 0.0670 +0.000098
-0.000058
Lane 3 0.0365 0.0398 0.0593 0.0612 +0.000173 +0.000134
Lane 4 0.0245 0.0270 0.0461 0.0495 +0.000145 +0.000190
Lane 5 0.Ol80 O.Ol97 0.0354 0.0388 +0.000100 +0.000193
* Positive rotation is clockwise
Table 15 Transformed Effective Slab Widths at Section M
A
GIRDER
B A
GIRDER
B
6 ~ North.
U M N ~
I
U1
U1
I
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane- 4
Lane 5
78.64
87.05
93.00
84.80
89.66
136.73
119.90
90.61
76.78
49.38
89.64
83.21
93.00
85.03
93.00
114.73
127.58
94.29
72.51
45.16
..iouth~ l
. ;P I ()
M N
SouthQ)j I
.. I Q
M N
Lane 1 92.58 107.74
Lane 2 91.19 110.84
Lane 3 91.25 104.19 -
Lane 4 93.00 85.88
Lane 5 84.03 52.92
(all values in inches)
93.00
87.99
93.00
90.61
87.51
99.59
118.03
87.43
74.08
51.28
Table 16 Transformed Effective Slab Widths at Section N
A
GIRDER
B A
GIRDER
B
tJ ~NorthL( --
o M N A
; ~~.North() I -
o M N
Lane 1 93.00 83.25 93.00 92.90Lane 2 93.00 74.57 90.05 95.07Lane 3 93.00 66.27 93.00 66.62I Lane 4 93.00 47.42 93.00 44.88
lJ1
m Lane 5 79.37 41.39 84.21 38.44I
:outh rQJi I
,)1 I ()
M N A
_South Q I
Y I (I)
o M N A
Lane 1
Lane 2
Lane 3
Lane 4
Lane 5
93.00
93.00
92.51
93.00
71.18
86.85
70.33
60.62
46.06
28.34
(all values in inches)
93.00
93.00
88.59
91.09
77.85
84.10
80.52
63.77
77.41
85.66
Table 17 Diaphragm Strains (10-6 in/in)
543
I
3
2
I
1
I
Lane
~ I I ~I II- I10----
- ----
"'-~
A B C 0
'-
- -
"- '- .J
'-
'"
~
"- 1
"-
')
- Location of Diaphragm Gages
I
lJ1
~
I
1
Gage
2 3 1
Gage
2 3
r ~North_() ~
o M N 7\
~ lQ[d Nortb...,0 16
o M N
Lane 1 29.13 41.62 4.96
Lane 2 17.02 42.00 10.11
Lane 3 -10.93 21.58 9.50
Lane 4 -20.59 -1.53 4.96
Lane 5 -19.33 -11.65 -9.29
Lanes 1 and 4 8.53 40.09 9.92
Lanes 2 and 5 -2.31 30.35 0.82
28·.58 40.10 4.34
16.39 41.43 10.53
-10.51 20.62 8.05
-21.86 -2.48 4.96
-19.54 -12.41 -10.12
6.72 37.62 9.30
-3.15 29.02 0.41
- ·-C""~~"'.~-'*m1i~_ _rn:mg~~--- ,.;.' ~ •.,~.~_ .................__ ~...,........:-.¥o~,
Table 17 (continued) Diaphragm Strains (10-6 in/in)
5
I
4
I
3
I
2
I
1
I
Lane
~- I I r-G
/ , ~
"'
A B C 0
-
-.
'" -~ 1 2 ~ 3 "
~
"
,)
- Location of Diaphragm Gages
I
lf1
co
I
1
Gage
2 3 1
"Gage
2 3
South rQ.J5i I
-U .0
M N 6
SouthQ I
= Y
o I C) h
M N.
Lane 1 25.85 38.57 5.78
Lane 2 13.66 43.72 12.59
Lane 3
-7.99 17.95 11.35
Lane 4
-16.60
-2.49 5.99
Lane 5
-16.81
-9.36
-0.74
Lanes 1 and 4 9.25 36.08 11.77
Lanes 2 and" 5
--3.15 34.36 11.85
28.37 38.37 6.20
16.39 47.16 13.83
-9.04 22.34 11.35
-20.19 0.19 7.02
-19.96
-10.31
-9.50
8.18 38.56 13.22
-3.57 . 36.85 4.33
Table 18 Comparison of Diaphragm Strains Between White Haven and Berwick Bridges
1
Gage
2 3 1
Gage
2 3
I taQyN~_o
a M N 6
_South Q .J
~ I ()
o M N 6
White Haven Bridge
I Lane 1 29.13 41.62 4.96 25.85 38.57 5.78Ln Lane 2 17.02 42.00 10.11 13.66 43.72 12.59t..OI Lane 3
-10.-93 21.58 9.50
-7899 17.95 11.35Lane 4
-20.59
-1.53 4.96
-16.60
-2.49 5.99Lane 5
-19.33
-11.65
-9.29
-16.81
-9.36
-0.74
Berwick Bridge
Lane 1 32.33 32.13 10.14 29.74 32.78 3.39Lane 2 16.87 44.25 19.93 23.91 49.00 12.81Lane 3
-5.39 19.37 20.96
-3.50 21.14 13.18Lane 4
-15.37
-0.66 12.66
-19.00
-3.45 7.91Lane 5
-19.99
-8.87
-1.86
-19.05
-5.00
-3.77
* For location of gages see Table 17
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Fig. 21 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients of White Haven and Berwick Bridges
with Trucks Traveling Northward (Section M)
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Fig. 22 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients of White Haven and Berwick Bridges
with Trucks Traveling Southward (Section M)
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Fig. 23 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients of White Haven and Berwick Bridges
with Trucks Traveling Northward (Section N)
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Fig. 24 Comparison of Distribution Coefficients of White Haven and Berwick Bridges·
with Trucks Traveling Southward (Section N)
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